
COMMITTEE TO BRIDGE THE GAP 
1637 BLTLER AVENUE, SUITL 203 

LOS ANCtI-ES. CALIFORNIA 9002.5 
(3 10) 478-0829 

7 April 1997 

Mr. Jerry Gayiord 
Project Manager 
Safety, Health & ~nvironmental Affairs 
Rocketdyne Division 
Boeing North American, Inc. 
6633 Canoga Avenue 
P.O. Box 7922 
Canoga Park, California 91309-7922 

Re: Comments on Environmental Monitoring Activities at the Rocketdyne 
Santa Susana Field Laboratory 

Dear Jerry: 

Please find endosed my comments on some of the environmental monitoring 
activities being undertzken at the Rocketdyne Santa Susana Field Laboratory. You 
requested that I submit these comments in your 10 March 1997 letter to Mr. Tcm Kel!? 
of the United States Environmental Protection Agency. 

As is apparent in the enclosed conunents and questions, I am concerned abou: a 
variety of serious problems I have identified in my review of the Radiological Survey 
and RCRA ~aciiity Investigation activities. While my comments and questions are very 
specific, my overall condusion is that it  will be difficult, i f  not impossible, for you to 
remedy the underlying problems with these studies. 

I look forward to your response to my &ncems. 

Sincerely, v- 
- Joseph K Lyou, Ph.D. 

Exegltive Director 
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Enclosure: As stated. 

The Honorable Barbara Boxer 
The Honorable Sheila James KuehI 
Ms. Felicia Marcus, Administrator, U.S. EPA Region IX 
Mr. Tom Kelly, US. EPA Region IX  
Ms. Vicky Sernones, U.S. EPA Region IX 
Mr. Gregg Dempsey, U.S. EPA 
Mr. Hannibai Joma, US. Department of Energy 

dbr. Phil Rutherford, Rocketdyne 
&. Art Lenox, Rocketdyne 

Mr. Phil Chandler, Dept. of Toxic Substances Control 
Mr. Larry Kolb, Acting Executive Officer, Los Angels RU'QCB 
Mr. Joshua Workman, Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board 
Mr. Ed Bailey, 9epartment of Health SE?Nices 
Ms. Barbara Johnson, Public Member, Multi-Agency Workgroup 
Dr. Sheldon C. Plotkin, Public MembecMulti-Agency Workgroup 
Prof. Jerome Raskin, Public Member, Multi-Agency Workgroup 



Comments on Environmental Monitoring Activities a t  
the Rocketdyne Santa Susana Field Laboratory 

April 1997 

Submitted by 
Joseph K. Lyou, Ph. D. 

Committee to Bridge the Gap 

Summary 

A critical review of environmental monitoring activities at the Sank Susana Field 
Laboratory (SSFL) raises many important questions about the validity of two programs 
designed to assure the public that contaminated areas are being properly identified. For 
example, the use of seamingly inflated "backgound" comparison levels for gamma 
radiation measurements suggests that large segments of the Department of Energy 
(DOE) area within the facility could be contaminated at levels that exceed established 
radiation dose standards. The misappiication of statisticai testing protocols raises 
additional questions about orsite conramination. In the. area of chemical contaminants, 
Rocketdyne appears to have made auestionable assumptions about the future use of 
onsite natural resources. Ir. addition, detection limits exceed action levels foi- tests of 
severai contaminants ir. orsite soils. 

Mr. Jerry Gayiyiord of Rocketdvne has asked the Comnittee to Bridge the Gap to 
submit written comments on environmentai moritoring activities at S S R  The 
following comments and questions are, therefore,. directed to Rocketdyne. 

SSR. Area IV Site Characterization Report 

Rocketdyne conducted a "radological characterization" survey of Area IV of its 
SSFL facility. In the study, Rocketdyne wrote, 'Tne purpose of the study was to locate 
and characterize any previously unknown areas of eievated rzdioactivity in Area IV." 
The following comments and questions are based on the study.' 

Rockwell International. (1996). Arm NRadiologvnl Chamberizafiun Sumey, Final Report. Santa Susana, 
CA: RodcwelI International. 



Key Issue: The "backpound" gunma radiation level wed by Rocketdyne 
appears to incIude an upward bias through the use of measurements taken at or near 
the facility. Areas dedared clean may actudly be far in excess of established release 
standards. This issue jeopardizes the validity of the conclusions of the entire study. 

1. Tabie E-1 ma Table E-2. So-called "background" measurements amear to 
A L 

inkucie data from within Area F. Tne List Mdudes 'bac!!ground" measureqents from 
[he "Xadioactive .Materiais Disposai Fadlitv," the "Sodi~m Bum Pit Watershed," and the 
"Sudiuii Reactor Expenmen t 'flareshed." At the last bid ti-Agency Workgroup 
meetins, PPii Xutherfora of Rccitetdyne denied $at these measwemats were taken 
onsire.: P!ease identify ~ r e d s e h  where and how these measurements were taken. X . . 
cxsory review of the data in Tabies E-1 and E-2 seems to indicate (1) that higher 
gar,ma measwements appear to be associated with "background" measurenrnts taken 
near (or at) SSZ-and (2)  that the "background measurenents taken from Area IV 
a c c e x  - - kigher h& those measurznents taken from offsite locations. 

I ?erforned a formal statisdcd analvsis of these data and bund  a significant 
correIation between the amount of $amma radiation zeasureri and the distance from --- 
\- 

..,-- 
r-. bfemxernents taken n e x  or at a x L  were assoaated with hig3er gamma 

radiacon &an T-euurements  en farther awav 5cm the iadity. (The formal 
stadstical characte-ization of this analysis is r = -hi, N = 188, F (1,186) = 107.37, 
p < .go:.) i ?erforrned a second analvsis m d  :ound a staisticdy sigrificmt difference 
behv- those "background" measurements taken at SSFL and nearby and Cistint 
offsite "background" measurements, with onsite measurements being significantly 
higher than offsite measurements. 

The Multi-Agency Workgroup is coordinated by the United States Environmental Protection Agency 
and inciudes representatives from Rocketdyne, members of the public, the United States Department of 
Energy, the California Department of Heaith Services, the California Department of Toxic Substances 
Control, the Los Xngeles Regionai Water Quality Control Board, and the Ventura County Xir Pollution 
Control District. The !ast meeting of the Muiti-Agency Workgroup was held February 26,1997, at Simi 
Valley City Hall Council Chambers. 



Comparison of "Background" Measurements 
(in u-rem per hour) 

Nearby Distant Used by 
Onsite (i-4 miles) (10-13 miles) S S X  

(The formal statistical characterization of this analysis is ansite = 15.9, cr = 1.3, 
Nonsite = 44, h'fnWby = 14.6, G = 1.8, Nnaby = i32, Mdistant= 9.2, 0 = 2.5, NdiStant = 12, 
F (2,185) = 70.2, p < .001.) Rocketdyne reported that Area IV gamma measurements do 
not differ from "background" measurements. The apparent use of onsite measurements 
to establish "background" levels and the statistical analyses of these data presented here 
raise serious questions about the validity of this conclusion. If the "background" 
comparison level has bewL artificially inflated, areas declared clean as a result of this 
study may actually be contaminated a: iev& iar in excess of established radiation dose 
standards. Thic issue jeopardizes the vaiiditv of the condusions of the entire study. 

2. Page 22. "Areo 3' ccsiurn-157 WLLS 0.25 _"03i pCiig ccrnrpurea' to local backgrounc 
at 0.09 _"C.13 pc'ilg. iirixev Area IV csium-1.37 vas well within t k  US. average 

J) 3.2 
back~ound range ~$0.8 t &3 pCi/g (Sec&w 4.332 ad Tabk 10). " The information 
reported oR this page is inconsistent with the iniormation rep~rted in Table 10. Table 10 
indicates that the observed Are2 TV Cs-137 wzs 0.15 0.26 pCi/g, not 0.15 5 0 5 1  pCi/g 
as reported on p- 22. Table also 10 indicates thai the Lr..S. average background Cz-137 is 
0.8 t 0.3 pCi/g, not 0.8 i 1.0 pCi /g  as re*ported on p. 22. Please explain this 
inconsistency. 

Key Issue: Rodcetdyne apbeats to have ignored the established 15 m.R/y' 
annual dose limit by setting its threshold for further review at an above-background 
dose of 35 to 44 mR/yr. In terms of assurances about public safety, the use a 35 to 44 
mR/yr fhreshold has rendered the entire study meaningless since the public can have 
no confidence that any of the surveyed areas fall below the 15 my-r annual dose 
limit. 

3. Page 32. "A counting rate of4000 cpm, equivalent Lo 4 5  ,u.RJhr &me the estimated 
background, was used as the fhresWzold (sic) fwfrrrfh,~ review." This rate equates to an 
above-bad;ground dose of 35 to 44 miKr& per p a r  (mR./yr), far above the established 



"acceptabie" annual does limit sf 15 ; n R / y r 3  The above-background 2weshoId for 
i~:ther review shouid have been, at maximum, I5 nR/yr  (or 1.71 @/hr). In terms oi  
assurances about public safety, the use a 35 to 4 4  mR/yr ihreshoid has rendered the 
entire study meaningless since the public can have no confidence that any of the 
surveyed areas fail be!ow the 15 mR/yr annual dose limit. Please e~piain why tius 
issue was not considered prior to going forward with the study. Please explain hcw. 
ziving this problem. Rocketdyne can assure that it is not releasing areas that could c 
ir.ciude radiaticn dose !eve!s above estabiished standards. Please emlain if the use of 

- 
khe 1-3 ,gR/hr above-ba&ground threshold repreented the sensitivity limits oi the 
meas-xing device. In addition, piease explain the procedure used to convert counts- 
per-minute into nicrorem-per-hour. P!ease indude a full explanation of all 
assumpfions made in calculating this conversion. 

Key Issue: Rocketdyne biased the "background" comparison level used to test 
for devated gamma radiation by eliminating 4 of 11 background soil sample sites 
because of low readings. 

1. h g e  4 5  " . . . the Tapia Park and T q i a  Park Ravine results vere rnuc.'l than 
'he xher 2nd JTP xot z e r i  h e .  Tize Wiia'wooa' Park 2nd Wildwood Park Rmine results irre 
-ek:i7e@ !ow 3ur io not iziferji-om :he ~thers as much as t h s e f o r  rapin Tzrk m d  T ~ p i a  P u t  
Xi-me. T h q  Jrc zxcinaed, i m c . ~ ~ ,  j%r the same reman: nontypical s o t q - c  composition. " 
Rodcetdyne -duew out 1 of 11 badground soil sampie sites because of low readings. 
This resulted in the use of an upw- are^ biased "barLground" cornparikon lecei. 

5. Plge 96. "A data se i jmm hen lV is considered to be the s m  as background if :he 
p-cdue calcdated by the test is grmtpr than 0.05.'' This practice violates the most 
fundammai tenet in statistics - one m u  t never "accepi" the null hypothesis. A failure 
to discover contamination does not mean that i t  doem't edst It just means that you've 
failed to prove that it does exist The report should be rewritten to make this point 
dear. In addition, Rocketdyne offers no t g t s  off or justifications for, the assump tiom 
made in using the ~ehrm-t her modified t-test (e& normal distributions and - - -  
homogeneity of variance). - I  ,. - _ -. I ) - . .  

- 

6.  Page 58. Rocketdyne dtes to Table D-2. There Gno Table DL Please explain. 

7 . c  

To convert m/hr  to rnR/yr, multiply Whr by 24 hours per day, by 365 days per year, and by 
0.CO1 pR per RIR Thus, 1 pR/hr = I x 24 x 323 x-OM)l= - .- 8.76 - mR/yr. 

: >2 --.. -- 



Key Issue: Rocketdyne identified 18% of its soil samples "as having possibly 
higher than local background radioisotope concentrations." 

7. Page 61. "Of 149 soil samples, 27 were identijid as having possibly higher than local 
background radioisotope concentrations. " This 18% rate of above backmound hits makes " 
one wonder what was missed and what would have been found if additional samples 
had been taken. 

Key Issue: Rodcetdyne failed to identify the source of contamination 
measured at greater Lhan 3,000 times background 

8. Page 64. Rocketdyne discovered 271 pCi/g of Cs-137 at Budding 064 
Sideyard. This is greater than 3,000 times background (0.087 pCi/g). Rocketdyne does 
not explain how that contamination got to that location In the absence of knowing the 
source of this contamination, it is impossible to determine the possible existence and 
location of other contaminated areas (e-g., where conaminants have migrated or k n  
dqosited). 

9. Page 65. Rocketdyne reports of meascreme& being "-,vk.hh rhe rar.ge ooi U.S. 
. ?. 5ackgound'' but does not define s ~ e m c a l l r  wnat Liis mears. In addition, the 

calculated replatory limits for vKious isotoues raises questions about the validity of 
he D 3 E  RESRP-D code. For example, t\s iimit io; plutonium-239 (31 pCi/g) is nearly 
Lvee tmes more lax than the limit for strontium-90 (12 pCiig) despite the fact that, 
based ori U.S. hxc standards, plutonium-239 is aupromately 1,500 t h e s  more toxic - - 
than strontium-90 when inhaled and 25 times more toxic than strontium-90 when 
ingested- (See 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B.) Please amplain this amarent discrepancy. 

& A 

Key Issue: Rocketdyne found contamination in areas that it supposedly had 
already cleaned up. 

10. Table 6. Several above background measurements come from "prior 
ienediated" areas and facilities. Please emlain how a "remediated" area could still be 
contaminated and what guarantees there are that further remediation would work, and 
that remediation of other sites can be considered effective in light of these findings. 

Key Issue: Rodcetdyne used questionable statistical techniques in its analysis 
of possible contamination 

- <  t 

- -  - 



11. Appendix F and Table F-1. Rocketdyne presents a "statistical comparison" 
between Area TV and "background" sample results for various contaminants. The 
comparison does not get to the real issue of concern - whether specific areas of 
contamination in Area N represent a threat to public health and safety. The analyses 
are Sased on comparisons of sample means (i-e., averages), which only tells us if Area 
F i  can be considered, on average, contaminated when compared to average 
'background" measurenents. The threat to public health and safety comes from speafic 
sires, not averages. In addition, the authors present no information about the power of 
their statistical tests (i-e-, the ability to detect a difference if one really exists). Power 
calcdations should be provided as should standard deviation or variance values 
assoda ted with each set of measurements. Furthemore, the authors use a two- tailed 
significance test with a -05 aIpha level. A more appropriate si@cance level test would 
be a one-tailed -10 alpha l e d  test. A one-tailed test is appropriate because there is no 
themetical reason for "background measurements to be higher than Area IV 
messuenents (unless the "background samples are biased or contaminated). A -10 
d ~ n a  level is - aporopriate - because it is more important to idm tifv contaminated areas 
(i-t.,, avoid Tvpe II erors) than it is to protect against concluding that the area is 
conraminated when, in fact, it is not contami~ated (i-e., a T,pe 1 error). Areas found to 
be contaminated using a one-tailed .10 alpha leve! can always be retested prior to 
-undertaking rernediation activities. If one must err, it's much better to err OP- the side of 
saieiy. 

RCRX Facility Investigation Adivities 

Under the regulatory oversight of the California De?artment of Toxic Substances 
Control (DTSC), Rocketdyne has beom to assess the extent of chemical contamination 
in S S X  soils. This assessment is being conducted under the legd requirements 
established by f ie  ~ & e  ~onservatioh and Recovery Act (RCRA). 

1. As a r e d t  of the con&ovesy surrounding thG use of the contractor 
Transglobal Environmental Geochemistry (TEG) - - -  to conduct soil vapor sampling at 
SSFL, we learned that the Los Angeies Regional - ,  Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) 
Soil Gas Committee objects to the practice of allowing contractors to adjust the range of 
detection setting of the measurement equipment while analyzing a sample. Did TEG 
adjust the range of detection setting while anal$5ng SSn soil vapor samples? If so, 
does Rocketdyne intend to rdy  upon thoSe reSdts when preparing its remediation 

plans ? W i  Rocketdyne allow its new contractor to make these adjustments while 
analyzing samples? If so, please provide - - an explanation of this dedsion. Please provide 

- +  -,--*_ --. _ _ _ _  _ _ _ . . 
- 



documenta5on as to whetl~er Z G  adjusted its range of detection settings during SSFL 
soil vapor sample anaiyses. 

RFT Work Plan 

1. Page 2-8. Rocketdyne assumes that there will be no food chain exTosure 
pathway. Currently, avocados and oranges are grown just outside SSFL property. 
What spednc prohbitions will prevent future site users or residents from using the 
SSFL area for gardening or agriculture? How will these prohibitions be enforced? Who 
will enforce them? How long, if ever, will it be before contaminants no longer pose a 
threat to public health and safety? How does Rocketdyne plan to assure that there will 
be no gardening or agricultural use of SSFL property (or adjoining property 
contaminated as a result or' activities at SSFL) for as long as the contaminants remain a 
threat to public health and safety? 

Key Issue: Rocketdyne has made questionable assumptions about future uses 
of natural resources at SSFL 

2. Page 2-8. Rocketdyne assumes that there will be no future use of onsite 
groundwater. M7hat wiE arevent iuture site users from using onsite groundwater? In 
adciirion, Rocketayi-te ass-mes fiat the iinal groundwater tieatnent sjstem will prevent 
oibite mipition oi "impacted" groundwater. C o n m a t e d  groundwater has migrated 
imd may stiC be migrating) offsite. The groundwater treatmst system would have to 
alter siPanificantly the natuial tendenaes of groundwater migration. In its 2996 Annual 
Groundwatr Monito~ng Rqort. (p. 22), Rocketdyne explains that it has not yet collected 
all the dak  necessary to design a groundwater treatment system that will prevent 
oiisite migration of d contaminated groundwater. Isn't it presumptuous to claim that 
all offsite migration of contaminated groundwater will eventually be prevented? 

3. Table 2-2 ~ o c k e t d p e  proposes "Candidate Chemicals for Field Action 
Levels" that include some but not a l l  polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) [or 
poiynudear aromatic hydrocarbons (PNAs)]. I understand that PAHs are assodated 
with certain types of diesel fuels. These fuels may have been used at SSFL. PAHs are 
extremely toxic. Water standards for PAHs are in the parts-per-trillion range. Please 
explain why Rocketdyne does not propose to establish FALs for all PAHs. In addition, 
please expiain how Rocketdyne plans to test for PAHs, what FALs will be used, and 
what the corresponding minimum detection limits w3.I be. Describe how Rocketdyne 
will address problems associated with detecting PAI-Ts that exceed soil and 
groundwater standards. 



4. Table 2-1. Explain why there was no offsite background measurement for 

3. Page 4-9. Rocketdyne refers to TEG as a "California-certified" mobile 
latora tory. Similar daims were made repeatedly during the training session attended 
by members o i  the public in preparation for observing TEG perform soil vapor samples. 
Unlike soil matrk sampling, neither California nor the federal government certifies soil 
vanor sampling. It is ;misleading to refer to the mobile laboratory as "certified when no 
cerSiica tion process exis b for the measurements being made. 

Key Issue: Detection limits exceed field action levels for several contaminants. 

6. Tabie 4-3. Please explain why detection limits exceed field action levels 
(F-ALs) for vinyi chioride, NDMX, hydrazke, rnonomethvl hvdrazine, and three types 

. I ,  

of dioxin/,hran compounds. Rod~etdyne will not know if these contaminants exceed 
the estabiished FALs. Doesn't this make the FALs for these contaminants rather 
rne~ningless? Is Rccketdyne doing anything to address this probien? 

" 
i . Page m-C-3-6. "In g e n m l ,  only contaminants with rehtioely high IYmry's kw 

constants Jre nmmabk to deteciion xsing soil grcs." Please provide a list of suspected site 
contaminants ranked (low to high) by their respective Henry's !aw constant and expIain 
what is being done to detect c o n t . ~ ~ k  with !ess thzn "relativdy high" He-xy's law 
c o n m t s .  PIe3se iden* those contaminants that cannot be detected by soil gas 
sampling. 

Soil Vapor Results fw A r c  I and Area 1?1 

1. Rocketdyne states that it has met with DTSC and Rocketdyne to discuss REI 
activities. In the future, we ask DT$ and Rocketdye to provide timely notification of 
any such meetings to the public members of the Multi-Agency Workgroup and to invite 
those members (or their representatives) to attend those meetings. 

- 9. . ..-- . - 

2 Please provide a copy of the CalTOX risk assessment code and any supporting 
guidance or technical documents. - , 

3. Please provide a copy of the draft risk assessment work plan as soon as it 
becomes available. -.. - 



4. Rocketdyne reports that it has sampled 18 sites, but provides data only from 
10 sites in Areas I & III and 6 s2es in Area II. What other two sites did Rocketdyne 
sample and where are the results from these sites? 

5. Rocketdyne claims to have taken 301 soil vapor samples but reports results for 
only 296 samples. What happened to the other 3 samples? 

6. Rocketdyne reports that "plots will be prepared" of the RF'I results. Will these 
be one-dimensional, two-dimensional, or three-dimensional plots? I 

7. Tables 1 & 2. Please explain why past sampling and future plans do not call 
for any samples to be taken at the R-I Pond or Silvernale Reservoir. 

8. Table 3. Please indude applicable standards, confidence intervals, and 
minimun detection limits in all results tables. Note that this comment applies to all 
studies and reports. The failure to provide such fundamentally important information 
makes many of the tables and figures either meaningless or impossible to interpret 
without considerable effort. 

9. 'Table 3. Where are the r a t  3: the results? In would be par t idxly  interesting 
to see the depth profile for vzrious contaminants. 

Soil Vapor Results for Area I1 

1. Rocketdyne added five sites based on their historical review of operations at 
the site, including the Coca/Delta Fuel Farm, which was neither a SWMU or an AOC. 
What is Rocketdyne doing to assure that other potentially problematic areas are 
properly identified? 

2. Describe the effect of "soil saturation" on soil vapor sampling. What are the 
varying effects of differing degr& of soil saturation on the validity of the soil vapor 
samples? 

3. Tables 1 & 2 Please explain why past sampling and future plans do not call 
for any samples to be taken at SWMUs 45,5.5,5.6,5.U, and Bdding 515. 


